PREFACE

The research reported in this book is an attempt to meet semantics on its
own terms and assessthe contribution it makes to the overt s)'ntactic patterns
of English . Like much other recent work in linguistics , it developed
out ofa realization that many current problems cannot be solved insight fully within the linguistic theory provided by Chomsky ' s A'\PCCIS()( Iflc
Tflcor) ' (if S) 'nla.\-, because they involve semantics too deeply .
Most people working on these problems seem to have taken the approach
of allowing more semantic factors to enter into the formulation of transformational
rules. This approach has developed into the theory ofgen erative semantics, which claims that syntax and semantics are inseparable
and homogeneous. However , a small group of linguists , myself included ,
have adopted a different hypothesis - that if rules of semantic interpretation
can be formulated properly , their properties and the properties of the
semantic representations they derive can be used to account for these
semantic phenomena , leaving the syntactic componcnt as free of semantic
intervention as it was in S) / Ila Clic Slrli CI Urcs.
This book is a consolidation of about five years of rescarch on such an
interpretive approach to semantics. While it is hardly a complete formulation
ofa grammar of English , work has progressed far enough that
the outlincs of the theory are clear, and enough interesting problcms have
been dealt with to demonstrate the viability of the approach . It is my hope
that the publication of this material will stimulate further research and
bring about a more widespread understanding of the interpretive theory .
Portions of this book have previously appeared in earlier form in my
doctoral disscrtation , " Some Rules of Scmantic Intcrpretation for English "
( Massachusetts Institute of Technology , 1969), and in my papers " An
Interpretive Theory of Negation " (Foundalion ,\' of Languagc, 1969) and
" An Interpretive Theory of Pronouns and Reflexives" (Indiana University
Linguistics Club , 1968). However , the analyses presented here differ substantially
in many respects from the earlier versions, partially to meet
criticisms of unclarity and empirical error , and partially to make possible
a more generally coherent theory .
During the writing of this book and the dissertation that was its predecessor
, many people have helped me clarify issuesand work out problems ,
linguistic and otherwise . Here are some that stand out in my mind : Adrian
Akmajian , Steve Anderson , John Bowers , Peter Culicover , Joe Emonds ,
Janet Fodor , Dollie Meyers, Jerry Katz , Martin Kay , Howard Lasnik ,
Gary Martins , Dick Stanley , and Bill Watt . To each of them , many thanks .
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I think it only fair also to acknowledge Hal Ross, George LakofT, and
Paul Postal. Much of the material in this book is due to my being in sufficiently
violent disagreement with their work to want to do something
about it . Without their opposition , the book would have been consider ably
less comprehensive .
Particular thanks must go to Vicki Fromkin , Carlos Otero , and Jay
Keyser. Not only did they read through the entire manuscript and ofTer
detailed comments on both substance and manner of presentation ; they
lent much-needed encouragement during those blackest days when it
seemed the book would never be finished . In addition , I must thank Jay,
in his role as editor of the M IT Press series Studies in Linguistics , for much
help in getting me through the traumas of publication .
Finally , my deepest gratitude goes to Noam Chomsky and Edward
Klima ; and my debt to Morris Halle , as he will be the first to acknowledge ,
is infinite : these three taught me how to do linguistics .
And now , ladies and gentlemen , on with the show .
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